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CHAPTER 14

Th CA:i0IS OF EMPIRICAL UETHOD

An examination of iasight not only reveals the

heuristic structures involved in empirical inquiry but

also explains the rules or canons that govern the fralt-

ful unfolding of the anticipations of intellige%ce.

Six canons will be presented, namely, 1)

selection, 2) operations, 3) relevance, 4) parsimony,

5) complete explanation, 6) statistical rerAdues.

There is a canon of selection, for the empirical inquirer

Is confined to insights into the data of sensible exper-

ience. There is a canon of operajions, for he aims at an

accumulation of such insii;hts, Lnd the accumulation is

reached, not in tlia mathematical circuit through insiphts,

formulations, and symbolic images, but in the fuller cir-

cuit that adds observations, experiments, anl practical

applications. There is a canon of relevance, for pure

science aims immediately at r,3aching the immanent intelli-

gibility of data and leaves. to applied science tha cate-

gories of final, material, instrumentalsand efficient   
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The Canons of EmPirical _liethort

causality, There is a canon of parsimony, for the

empirical	 may add to the data of Ixperience

only the la,,ys verified in the data; in. other .:ords, he is

not free to form hypotheses in the style of Descartest

vortices; but he must content hirns,elf	 the lav;s and

syst ,ms of laws, exemplified by 1,1evitony s taeory of univer-

sal gravitation, and ch,racterized generally by their

verifiability. There is a canon of  conlete explanation:

ultimately 3cience must account for all datal,-}Nnoe-ott-e-itray

:A	 4-1,	 t' jç

,?-i-i-t---6+1A—fri7retliteEti---piren

mena,--kilrve-te-444a_s.	 they-are -R,erely---4-ppe rent,
' -4	 r•

s	 .eco
• ;44-ti.",..,„L,A

11-4-t-trre-1-71.-trrE1t17—Ptirthay  are .t-.141.1--a-n4.-ebfem-tive-

prilytary	 Finally, there is a canon of statistical

residues; though all data must be ,:x-plained, one must not

jump to t)': co:.:c1111:7ion that all will be exnlained by lay,'s

of the elk..ssical ty,le; there exist statistical reqclues

and their explanation is through stati7 tical laws,

Before undertaking a fuller account of these

canons, it may not be amiss to recall our viewpoint and

purpose. The reader must not expect us to retail the history

of the developerrint of empirical method, nor look for des-

criptive accounts of what scientists do, nor anticipate an

argument based on the authority of sreat names in science,

nor hope for a s,_.Inmary of directives, precepts, and recipes

to guide him in the practice of scientific investigation.

Our aim still is an insight into the nature of' ilsight.

Our presumption is that empirical inv stigators are in-

riots 



The Canons of Fkarical Meth94 1(0

telligent. Our supposition All be that the reader is al-

ready sufficiently familiar with scientific history and

procedure, authoritative pronouncements and practical

directives. Our single purpose is to reveal the intelli-

gible unity that underlies and accounts for the diverse and

apparently disconnected rules of emplrical method. Our

concern is not vihat is done, or how it is lone, but vhy.

And our intereA in seeking the reLson thy, is not to ex-

tend methodology but to unify it, not to unify it that

methodology may be improved, but to unify it In the hope

of exhibiting still mcyc'e clearly and convincingly the

fact and the !vitur.;) of insight.
724.

1.0.	 First there i9 a carton of selection./7

If a corroL,tion or hypothesis or lay or

probability expectation or theory or system Pertains to

empirical cience„ then 1) it involves sensible conse-

quences, 2) such consequences can be produced or, at least,

observed.

Inversely, empirical method prescinds from

all question's and anwers thet do not involve distinct-

ive, sensible consequences; and it disc: rds all that in-

volve such consequences logically yet fail to be con-

firmed by the results of observation or experiment.

The necessity of some canon of selection

is obvious. PoFeAble corr,Aations, hypotheses, lv:s, pro-

bability explctzAions, theories, and systems form an in-

definitely lame group. They can be set up at will by the

simple process of definition and postulation. But there is
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no reason .Ly the selpirical inquirer should investigate

all the trees in this endless forest of possible thoughts,

and so lie needs some caann of selection.

The neatness of the canon of selection is no

less clear, not merely does it exclude at a stro'ce all the

. correlations and theories that cannot be relevant to empir-

ical inquiry because they possess no sensible consequences.

Also it operates progressively and cuslulatively by dis-

carding all the correlations and theories that possess

seasible consequences by logical implication but have been

tried and found. wanting. Finally, the canon of sAection

has its positive aspect: besides ruling the irrelevant

out of consi,Serstion, it directs the scientist's efforts

to the issues that he can settle by the decisive evidence

of observation cit experiment,

ho eve", the neatness and simplicity of

the canon of selection can prove a trap for the unwary.

If tile canon demands sensible consequences, still it is

satisfied when those consequences are so slight that only

an mpert equipped with elaborate apparatus can detect

them. If the sensible consequences must be involved by the

correlation or law or expectation, still grasping that im-

plication may suppose a profound mastery of a field, a

capacity to follow recondite and intricate mathematical

. operations, and the audacity necessary to form new,

primitive concepts and to follow long chains of abstract

reaxoning. Hence, besides the hod-men of science thet

cater the facts, there are also the architects of theories

and systems. If no theory and no system pertains to empirical
- 73 -
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science, unless it involves distinctive, sensible con-

sequences) still an appropriate division of labor may well

re:.11lt in some empirical ineirers deloting most of their

time and nerg/ to the 'Fwelopment of concepts and postulate

theorems and corollaries. Finally) as the canon of selection

is not to be misinterpreted as a mere chartr for ob-

tuseness, still less is it to be tws:en as a mere excuse

for logical fallacy. Questions that do not satisfy the

canon of selection do not arise within the confines of

empirical science) but it does not follow immediately

that they do not arise at all. Issues that cannot be settled

by observation or experiment cannot be settled by empirical

method, but it does not follow immediately that they cannot

be settled at all.

1.1./	 Two further points call for clnsideration.

As ..v,e hLve formulated it, the canon of selection

demands sensible consequences. But it may ba urged that

empirical mcJtno, c:t least in its essential features,

should be apnlicable to the data of consciousness no less

than to the data of sense. Ncr;41 on this matter a great

0	 deal might be said, but the present is not the time for

It, '.Ne hive followed the common vie: that empirical

science is concerned with sensibly verifiable laws and

0 I	 expectations. If it is true that essentially the same

method could be applied to the data of consciousness, then

respect for ordinary .usage would require that a method)

yhi6h on]y in its essentials is the same) be named a

generalized empirical method,
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A more urgent issue is raised by the

question, That are ety~t0-141. late

A datm of ense may be defined as the con-

tent of an act of f;e7,int: heal.nf , tonchin, tasting,

ing. But the difficulty vith that definition i5 that such

contents do not occur in a cofjtitional v8cnum. They emerge

within a context thot is deterrined by interests and pre-

occupations. No 	 this true mer13:,	 ordinary percep-

tions, or the milkmaid .11c) 18uhed 8A Thales for falling

into the well. It is more conspicuously true of the

sciuttfic Tholes, so interested in the stars, that he

did not advert to the yell. AccoT.linjy, it v:olal be a

mistake to Air,,o:,e th: t scAentific observion is some

mere pasfJvity to serle impressions. It occurs within its

awn dynamic cnntext and the problem is to distilwuith that

cognitional orientation from the orientation of concrete

living.

111

04,t4et 4,42,:,g &AT?
1.2

To be alive, then, is to be a more or less

autonomous center of activity, It is to deal .tith a

succession of changinr, situations; it is to do so prompt-

ly, efflovciottaly, economically; it is to attend cootin-

uously to the prlsent, to learn perpetually from the past,

to anticipate constantly the future Thus, the flow of

sensations, as completed by memories bild prolonged

imaginative acts of anticipation, becomes the flow or per-

ceptions. It is of the latter, perceptual flow that we

are conscious. It is only when the perceptual flow goes

wrong that tlie mrptie sensation bursts into consciousness

as, for exavole, il the experience of trying to go down
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another step Yfiel already one has reached the floor.

v:haF differentiates the perceptual

flow in one man from that of another, is found in the

pattern of interestei and objectives, desires and fears,

that emphasize elements and aspects of sensible pre-

sentations, enrich them with the  individual's associa-

tions and meories, and project them into future courses

of possible, fruitful activity. In FOT.0 ferhion, it would

seem, must be explained the differences in the percep-

tions of men and eomen, of people in different occupa-

tions, different clim tes, different steges in human his-

tory.

Hence, to becoe a scientific observer is,

not to put an end to nerception, but to bring the rar

materiels of onets sensations vi thin a /le' context. The

interes 	id he)oIs, dosires a:L1 fears, of ordinary liv1rij

have to slip Into a backLround, In their place, the de-

tached and disiaterested exigences of iequiring intelli-

gence have to enter b.fli as: untie c,etrel. Heories viii con-

tinue to enrich sensations, but they will be memories of

scientific si6nificence. Imeeination till continue to pro-

long the present by anticipating the future, but anticipa-

tions with a practical loment eill eive lay to anticipations

that bear on a scieentific isue. Just as the woodsman, the

craftsmall, the artist, the expert in any field aceoires

a cpontaneous pereptiveness lacking in other men, so too

does the scientific observer.

Still thereAU4AassAUfSA4eda	 t Alt the

scientist alludes Then he Insists that ocientific observe-

-7A -
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tion is a matter of seeing just vhat there is to be seen,

hearing exactly whatever sounds are soanded, and so forth.

This claim cannot, I think, be taken literafly, for tho im-

partial an1 accurate observer, no less than anyone else,

is under thn dominance of a guiding orientation. 4one—the

left the claim does possess its elements of truth, for

the guidin orientation of the scientist is the orienta-

tion of iminirin intellinence, thn orientation that of its

nature is a pureidetached, disintel.osted desire simply

to know. For there is an intellectual desire, an Eros of

the mind. Without it, there v,old arise no quertioning, no 7

inquiry, no wonder. Tithout it, there would be no real

meaning for such phrases as scientific disinterestedness,

scientific detachment, scientific impartiality. Inasmuch

as this intellectual drive is dominant, inasmuch as the

inforcing or inhibiting tendencies of other drives are

successfully exclmeied, in that measure the scientific ob-

server becomes an incarnntion of inquiring intelligence

and his percepts move into coincidence with zhat are named

the data of sense. Accordingly, it is not by sinking into

some inert passivity but by positive effort and rigorous

training that a i7an becomes a master of the difficult art

of scientifi obs:uNation.
-74

2.01/	 [;econdly, there is a canon of operationSio.

Just as inquiry into the data of sense

yields insights that are formulated in classical and

statistical laws, so inversely, the laws provide premises-
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and rules for the guidance of htrqan Ectivity upon sensible

objects 1 such activity, in its turn, brings about sensible

change to bring to light fresh date, raise ne questions,

stieulate further insiehts, and so generate the revieion

or confirmation of existing lees and in due course the

discovery of nor- laes.

In the first instance, then, the canon of

operations is a prieciple of ce,11u1Oetve expansion. Laws

guide activities, whieh bring orte eee laws, which guide

further activities, onl so forth inilefieitely.

Secondly, the canon of operations i5 a

principle of construction. 2en enoes best vhat man makes.

for himself end so re began our study of insight by examin-

ing that elementr.ry artefect, the cart-Yheel. But the devel-

opment of ecience is followed by a technological ereensinn,

by a vast increeee of the thines'thet an cn make for him-

self and so ce.n unorstand adecuetely because he has made

them, -.4oreover, the more refined an resourceful technology

becomes, the greater the frequency of the artificial syn-

thesis of natural product. Thm, Neture itself becomes

understood in th ame fLehion as !ilnle on artefacts.

.	 Thirdly, the canon of operations is a

principle of analysis. Cleerly, man can analyxe the objects

that he himself can coneteuct. But it is no less true that

he can also analyiie objects which, as yet, he cannot manage

to construct. For analysis is a mental construction and,

where operetional control fails, theoretical knorledge can

step in to account for the failure of control, to identify,
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the uncontrolled factors, to determine and measure their

1 activity and Influence, to discount their perturbing effoc

and so to extrapolate to the law that would holJ did they

not Interfere.

Fourthly, the crJion of operationtl is a principL

of emulative verification. For laws guile operations succep

fully in the meanure that they aro correct. Eavep.-sely, in so.

far as laws and their im ications in a vnst variety of

situaAons aro repeatedly found :uc•?ssful guid e s of opera-

tions,	 v4rificatIln 1 cLululatively confirmed.

Fifthly, the canon of opnrntions Ilroviles a

test of the impartiality and accuracy of observations.

do not mean that it makes intellectual detachin,mt an

interestedness superfluous for, as is clear, the po,er of

the totalitarian state cal both corrupt the judge and pack

the jury. But, when a Femoral c:onsoiracy is absent, %hen

ordinbry good	 can be oresuppor.od, then the c111n of

operLtions, soonr or lvter, will exh'bit on a grand scale

in cmnspicuous failures, even slight mistakes and oversights:

in .observation.

Sixthly, the ca on of operations in a prin-

ci le of systematization. Inqghts yield simple lass but

slaple laws are applicE:ble only in ure cases. The law of a

free tall hold in a vac,lum. But operations do not occur in

a vacuum. eace, one is driven to determine the law of air

resistance anl th laws of friction.. Similarly, Boylefs

law has to be oompleqented with Charles' and Gay-Lussacls,

ani all three ne ed to be corrected by Van der Waal's formula •
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Thus, the canon of operations is a perpetual recall from

the abstract realm of lav's to tho conpLaxity of the concrete
-Ow

and so to nenesfAty of over lore las. ilor is this all.

A mere congerios of le	 '11l not suMcn. Fr if one is

to operate unnn the cIncrate, on rust be able to en,ploy

at once several lens. To exnloy sTeal lens at once, one

must knov the relationp of each law to 41 ti!v! othrs. Lut

to know many lrts, not a a irlre coJ-eries oP listinct em-

pirical generalizatilns, but in thu r-twork of 1ntr4rela-

tions of each to all the others, is to reach a system.

Seventhly, the canon of oprations is a source

of higher viv-,oints. Already attention has been irawn (Chap

Iiifi.2) to the difference loteen the circuit of th- athe-

matician and the circuit or the empiricbl scienti:A. The

mathemvician mounts to higher vie,:loints inAuch rc the

srabolic represi)ntLtion of his previous terms and relations

suooly the image in which inst.:Olt grasps the rules of a

more comprehensive sy-stomatization. 1sut the amdirical scient

ist advances to higher vievpoints, not solely by the con-

struction of symbolic images, but more fundamentally by

the expan(Aveness, the contructivoness, the analyses, the

constant checking, anfl the systematizing tendencies of the

canon of operations. In virtue of that cmen, fresh data

are ever being brolight to light to fOrce upon scientific

cont,ciousnecs the inadequacies of existing hypotheses and

theories, to provide the eviJr:nce for their revision and,

in the	 tAl.-u minor corrections no loner are capable

of meeting th is:?113, to darand the radical transformation

of concepts ail .7o5tu1ates that is named a higher vieYnoint,
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Thirdly, there is a canon of relevance.

The canon of selection and the canon of

operations might he refarrled as obver.se and roverse of the

same coin. Both ar..; ooncerned v:ith the elementary fact that

the empirical inTAfirer is out to understand, not yhat he

may imagine, but vhat he arAually sees. The canon of rele-

vance, on the other hand, aims at stating the type of under-

standing proper to empirical soience.

Now it vould bf.	 m7!.stake to say that

the emp1ricn1 scientist has no use vhatever for final, rater

tall instrumental, or efficient causo. Inasmuch as he

praises the value and utility of science, he speaks of fina4

causes. Inasmuch as he places that value and utility in the

technological t-awforoation of raw meterial!3, he 7.movs

and acknolodes material and instrumental causes. Irvis-

vtuch	 he accepts and a.ats upon the canon of opertionso

he is an effiaiont caose engared in testinE his knovledge

by its cons,oquencs.

Hover, it is also clear that such

types of causality lie not in the core but on the periphery

of empirical scL.,nce. They are 1;119 concern, not of pure,

but only of applied science. They have to do vAth the use t

which science my be putt rather than with the Anner,con-

stituants of scince itself.

The canon of rA.evance regards such

inner constituents. It states that empirical inquiry

primarily aims at reaching the intelligibility immanent in

the immediate data of .:-:ense. Once that intelligibility is
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reached, one can go on to as about the value or utility

of such knov,ledge, about the tools that can be fashioned

unler its 6ut1ance, about the transfoematIons of materials

man can effect witn such tools. But the fist step, on

which all others rest, is to L:rasp the intelligibility

immanent in the i!',Isiodiate data of sense.

'that precisely does the canon mean?

First, it presup)lses that the same data can

provide a startinc-point fo difHront tyrIes of insight.

Secondly, it observes that 2ue3tions about final, .

material, instrumental, end efficient causality automatic-

ally head one away from the data in hand. If I ask about

the end of the cart-:heel, I turn to carts and carting and

soon find myself involved in the economics of transporta-

tion. If I ask about the wood or iron of the cart-wheel,

the issue is shortly transposed to forestry and mifling. If

I ask bout the wheelhtls tools, I ir • led on to discuss

technology. If I inquire into the welrright himself,

I am confronted with the sociology of the division of labor
14/04,A4

and psycholog7 of the motivHtion of craftsmen.

Tilislly„ it also ob::erves that there is a

further type of insight that arises immediately from the

data. Such is the grasp that precedes and grounds the defini-

tion of the circle. Sueh	 Galileols inAght formulated

into the law of falling bodies.Such 7,as Keplorts insight

formulated in the lasis of planetary motion. Such WPS aewton s

insight formulated in the theory of universal grivitation.

Such has been the point in the now yell established tech-

nique of measuring and correlating measurements. Such is
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the goal of the classical heuristic structure that seeks

to determine some unknoen function by working out the

different equations, of which the uiSsnown function will be

a solution, and by Jesposing by postulation such principles

as invariance and equivalence.

Fourthly, it notes that this intelligibility,

immanent in the immediate data of sense, resides in the

relations of things, not to our senses, but to one another.

Thus, mechanicsistudies the relations of masses, not to our

senses, but to one aaother. Physics studies the relations

of types of energy, not to our seneee, but to one another.

Chemistry defines its elesnents, not by their relations to

our senses, but by tnair places in the patt,ere of relation-

ships named the periodic table. Bioloey has become an ex-

planatory science by viewing all living forms as related

to one another in that complex and comprehensive faehion

that is summarily denoted by the single word, evolution.

Fifthly, it notes that this intelligibility

is hypothetical. It does not impose itself upon us, as

does the multiplication table or the, binominal theorem.

It announces itself as a possibility, as -shot could be the

relevant correlation or function or lass. Nos the necessary

must be, but the possible, though it can lie, may, in fact,
be.

Or itAy not be. Hence, empirical science rests upon two dis-

tinct grounds. As insight grasping pessilsility, it is

science. As verification selecting the possibilities that

in fact ar realized, it is empirical.

Thsre is, Uaen, an intelaigibility immanent

in the imneJlate data of sense: it resides in the relations
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Of tnies, not to our a Ilsos, but to one another; it consist*

not In an abo.:111t) necessity, but in a realized possibility.

Ought there not be int-odw!ed a technical term

to denote '.is tpe of intelligibility? The trouble is

that the appooriate techninal term has long ezi,:ted but

also has long been misunlerstoo6., For the tatelligibility

that is neither final or material nor instrumental nor

efficient causality s , of course, formal causality. But

when one speaks of formal causality, some people are bound

to assume that one means something connected with formal

logic; others are bound to assume that one means merely the

heuristic notion of the "nature of own, the "such as to...

the "Fort of thing tUt....". If both of these misinter-

pretations ar er'10ed,	 wc have called the intelli-

gibility immanent in sensible data and residing in the

relations of things to one another, might be naned more

briefly formal misality or r8ther, pe”haps, a species

of formal c:Isall.ty.

4.0/ 	Forthly, hhere is a canon of parsimony.

It is at once obvious and difficult. It is

0 obvious inasmuch as it forbids the empirical scientist

icnow. It is difficult imismuch as kn Aong exactly what one

knows and. what one doeb not know has been reputed, since

the days of Socrates, a rare achievement. None the less,

some account of this fundamental canon must be attempted

at once, even though its full meaning and implications

- 84 -
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can come to light only later.

On the previous analysis, thnn, eTpirical

method involves four distinct elements, na,411y, 1) the

observation of' .J.nta, 2) insight into lata„ 3) the forlula-

tion of tia) Insitti or et of insights, and 4) tho verifi-

cation of tirvi formulations.

Now, the empirical investigator canrio h said

to know 'hat is not ve-^ified and he cannot be said to be

able to know the unverifiable. ilc,uso, zhen, verifica-

tion is essential to 111 method, the canon of parsimony in

its most elementary form excludes from scientific affirma-

tion all statements that are unverified and, still more

so, all that are unvrifiable.

4. 1/
eAl..24d4.41.

Secondly, ve-Afication is of formulations,

and formulations state 1) the reletions of Cningc to our

s&v:es and 2) the rr)lations of thin to on,.) another. It

follows that forTultAions contaln two types of term v-hich

• may be naTn0 respectively , experiential conjugtes anl pure

con,1 ug at e

pkiriantial conjugates are correlatives whose

meaning is expresed, at least in tho last analysis, by

appealing to the content of some human experteuce.

Thus, "colors" will be experiential con-

jugates when dfined by appeLling to visual eperience:

nsonnds" when defid by apry.:wling to auditory exoeriences;

"heat" when defined by apealing to tactile experience;

“forc-40.en Tiefined by appealinc to Ln eY:perience of effort

resistance, or pressure.

-85-
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regarded as vector quantities lefinei by Max7ell's equations

for the electro-maghetic field, (see, on ti s point,

It is clear enough that experiential clnjugate;

satisfy t;-1 caLon of parsimony. The fundamental set of

su6h terms	 Irrifled, not only by scientists, bu also	 by

the secuh,r ex)er,,lence of hui;anity. ':cienti,3ts all further

terms in virtue of their slpecific pronceupation but ns long

msas these ter	 satisfy the lefinition of the experiential

conjugates, they will be in principlei verifiable.
er-P-449t14441.4.4:)

PuTeAconjutes, on the other hand, are

correlatives lefined Implicitly by empirically estalAished

correlations, fonctloAs, la7s, theories, systems.

dThus, mas;:,e4 might be efined as the
Q)

correlatives implicit in Newton's law of inverse squares.

Then, there would be a pattern of relationhips constituted

by the verified equation; ti l !x:tt,..3rn of rAationships

would fix the :naninc; of i:11 pair of coeffilents, mt

mz	 and tae mnaning so letennined would be ne Teaning

of the 11&.3 xa:. In	 7anler, heat 7q,jht be defined

implicitly b. the .Nrst law of thermodynamics nni the

electric and .:nan.tic field intensities, N and H, might be

0

Lindsay and Margehau, p. 310.)

sunh pur,. conjugates satisfy the canon

of parsimony. For the equations are or can be established

empirically. Pnd by definition, pure conjugates moan no

more than necessarily is implicit in the meaning of such

verified equations.

There is, however, a difference between
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the mode of verify-ik: Tore conjugates and the mode Of

verifying experiential coalngates. For the lxperieetial

conjugate is either a content of experieece, such n.2 see-

ing red or touching extension, or eleet a correlative to

such a content, for instance, red as seen or extension as

.touched, or finally, a derivative of such correlatives, as

would be the red that could be seen or the ortension that

could be touched. On the other hand, the lure conjugate

has its -verification, not in contents of experience nor

in their actual or potential correlatives, but only in com-

binations of such contents and correlatives. I see, for

instance, a series of extensions and alongside each I see

a yard-stick: from the series of combinations I obtain a

aeries of measurements: fr6e aeoteer seri':e of combieations

I obtain another series of meaL2uremeets: from the correla-

tion of ti.v) teo series, together with the leap of insight,

I am led to posit as probably realized ErYn'.) continuous

function: pure conjugates are the minimal correlativ s im-

plicit in such functions : and their verification finds its

ground, not in experience as sech, bat only in the com-

bination of combinations, etc. , etc., etc.. of experiences.

Ar, the reader 'rill have not', the •efieitions

of pure and experiential conjugates drop all mention of

things whether related to one aeothor or to our senees.

The reason for this omission is that the notion of the

"things" is highly amb:Lguous and, as yet, we are unprepared

to apply the canon of parsimony to it (See/ A )• However,

though the notion of thing has been omittel, the point of
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the distinction bateen the relations of things to one

ahoner and to our senses reToins. For In every exper-

ience one may distinguish between cont,mt and act, be-

tween the seen anJ the seeing, the heard and tne hearing,

the tasted arvi tho tasting, a(r.1 so forth. Let us represent,

then, any srles.of expe21encos by the series of pairs,

AA', BB', CCI,....., where the unprimed letters denote con-,.
tents and primed letters denote the correspo;lling acts.

Now correlations may ba reched by combining the unprimed

components,	 or by combining the primed com-

ponents,	 or by combillin both primed and

unprimed components. In the first case, one will deal with

the relaAons of coJtents to one anothr and one rill pres-

cind from the correspolling acts; awl in this fashion, with-

out any mention of thirws, one deals rith that hithrto

has been named the rolAions of things to one another. In

the second case, one v.ill prescind from contents and cor-

relte acts, to obtain a psychological or cognitional

theory. In the third cse, on' viii 1) eLiploying exper-

iential conluatos and further iqformtlon will be needed
144,

to settle '.'ether oqa is ,f>orAng towarjs the goal of natur-

al sciences or of cognitional tory.

Further, as this analysis reveals, the7.1 are

only three basic alternatives. Sither one's terms are ex-

periential conjugates or else they are pure conjugates

based on corbining contents alone or finally they are a

special case of pure cinjugates based on combining acts

alone. still, theoretical analysis is one thing, and concret

practice is anotheri. Thus, one ro.ild be inclined to say

ft52
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that physicists move easily and unconsciously back and

forth between the use of experiential and pure conjugates.

When they are called upon to define their terms, commonly

they will suepoee that definition comes at the beginning

and so offer definitions of expeeiential conjugetes. On

the Other hand, methodologists ani theorists of empirical

science will be puzzled by the multiplicity of definitions

available in a mature ecience and so they tend to disa ree

with on another. Tauel. Cassirerf in his wellelinovn

Substance an Function emphasizes the relational and erial

aepect of scientifie teme. V. Lenzen in his 11;itarc! of

Physical Theory eeeaeizes the genetic process tie t begins

from experienelal coutents of force, ht , extension,

duration, etc., to move through a process of redefieition

towards terms implicitly defined by emeirically est011ished

principles end lees, Finally, Liadeay and Margeaau in their

Foundations of Physics, while they are more concerned 7ith

ideas than concepts, mey be said to exhibit a prefereace

for terms implicitly defined by equations.

For our purpose it weeld seem to be

sufficient to rev al the materials 	 scientists and

theorists of science employ in different manners and to

Show that these meteriale, despite incidental variations,

satisfy the cation of paesimony.

/61-.1L Lws.
Hoeever, besides the classical laws, there

also are statietical laws; and since the latter as veil as

the former aee verifiable, it eould seem that, besides pure

-89_ 
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and experiential conjugates, one must also recognize events.

When the demonstrator in a lecture room propounds a law of

nature and proceeds to illustrate it by an experiment, he

does not inform his class that the law will be refuted

if the experiment does not work. On the contrary, he points

out that the law retains its validity even if it happens

that the eXperiment is a failure,AnJ members of the class

may add interest to tho proceedings by determining the

statistical law of the demonstretorts successes. The law

of nature, then, is one thing. The event of its illustra-

tion is another. And such events are subject to laws of a

different type which is named statistical.

That, then, is an event? The simplest answer

is to say the.tAit is a primitive notion too simple and ob-

vious to be e:eeleieed. Still, all primitive notions, how-

ever sim-ele and obvious, are related to other equally

primitive notions, and the set may be fixed by ofrering the

data in which insight may grasp the relations.

Let us begin, then, by formulating our answer.

Events stand to conjugates as questions for reflection stand

to questions for intelligence.

What is meant by a conjugate has been ex-

plained.

Moreover, knoieledge of conjugetes results

from a process of inquiry, of asking questions; and the

relevant questions all have the peculiarity that none of

them can be anwered appropriately by simply saying either

"Yes." or "No". The, when one asks v.hat is the "nature of

.„.", "the sort of thing that...",the "such as tow",
- 90 -
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a

the correlation to be specified, the indeterminate func-

tion to be leteeeined, it is always m aaingless to answer

nYes it or ItAon. On is called upon to state the nature,

specify the correlation, determine the function, and that

can be done only by echieving the insights that ground the

formulation, first, of experiential an0., later, of pure

conjugates.

But for evely answer to a question for inte lli-

gence, there is a corresponding question for reflection;

and all questions for reflection have the peculiarity that

they can be inveered approprietely simply by saying either

'lee or Moo. If I ask rhat a body is, I can also aek

whothclr there are bodies. If I ask j.19 how belies fall,

I can also ask whether bodies fall. If I ask hoe bodies

would fall in a vacuum, I can aleo ask whether any bodies

ever fall in a vacuum. Generally, the enunciation of every

law can bo rillod by the question for reflection that

asks whether th e law is verified, and the definition of

every term can be followed by the question for reflection

Whether the defined exists or occurs. Inversely, whenever

one asserts verification or existence or occurrence, one

may be asked vhat is verified, what exists, what occurs.

Thus, questions for intelligence and ques-

tions for reflection are universally concomitant and com-

plementary.

There is a parallel concomitance and

complementarity betveen conjugates and events. Without

events, conjugates can be neither discovered nor verified.

ntilout conjugates, events can he neither distinguished nor
- 91 -
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relRted. Such, I submit, is the elementary scheme in

which infAxeat (en e rasp .hat is meant by the othemise

puzzling n.:, event.

NOw formulations that concern events satis-

fy the canon of parsimony. For probability expectations

or statistical las are fermelations that answer the ques-

tion for intelligence, Hoe often? 4 They concern events,

for the frequency they assign is a frequency of events.

Finally, the freclueacy as•igned by a statistictl l	 is

verifiable; for the assigned frequency is an ideal fre-

quency; it is distinct from the actual frequencies that

can diverge from it in no l-systematic fashion; and it can

be verified by a:Tealing to those actual frequencies,

At this point our ecoent of the canon of

parsialony must be brought to a close, As the reader will

have observed, attention has been confined to the positive

aspects of the cenan, to the experiential conjugates, the

pure conju6ates, and the events that are the terms of

'verifiable formulations. Venther things and their existence

satisfy the canon, is a further Jessue on which ve have not

touched. On the other hand, the negative or exclusive as-

pects of the canon, though they constitute its chief sig-

nificance and utility, are too numerous to be mentioned

and can best be dealt with incidentally when occasion

arises.

t,CCLiteetet.,
Fif hly, there is a canon or complete

explanation.

The goal of empirical method is commonly

stated to be the complete explanation of all phenomena
- 92 -
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or. data.

In a sense, persevera4nes in the pursuit of this

goal is assured by the canon of selection especially when

it is implemented by the canon of operations. Iny particular

investigator may overlook or ignore certain data. But his

oversight or disregard	 norfially be corrected by other

investigators substantiating their hypothtses and refuting

those of their predecessors by appecliag to lithorto nng-

lected fact.

Non the less, a separate ermaciation of

this canon is rAevant particularly at the present time

then a mistaken twist given to scientil7ic method at the

Renaissance	 finall being overcome.	 0

re.
Vhert we di:,tinguished beteen exporintial

and pure conjugates, Galileo distinguished bet eon second-

ary and primary qualities. Secondary qualities Yen1 merely

subjective ar)pearances that arise in an animal's senses as

a result of the action of other primary qualities; such

appearances kere, illustrated by color as seen, sounds as

heard, heat as felt, tickliw as eTperienced, and the like.

Primary qualities, on the otner hand, v:ere the math‘matical

dimensions of the real acid objective, of matter in motion.

Hence, while e would place scientific progress in the

merit fromfrom expariutial to pure conjugates, Galileo placed

it in the reduction of the merely apparent secondary qual-

ities to their real nnd objective source in primary qualitie

The crucial differeace between the two posi

tions regards space and time. For Galileo, they were primary

qualities, for there would be extension and duration if
- 93 - 
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there .::ere matter and elation hether or not ay animals

eith tleeir sensitive eeperiences existed. For us, on thl

other hand, there is to he drewn the same distinctiou be-

tween extension and duration as experiential end as pure

conjugate, ae ,ieee is to 1,e Jrawe teeteeee the two formu-

lations of eolore or sound or heat or eleetrie phenomena.

As axperieetial conjugates, extensines and

durations are defihed as correlatives to certain familiar

elements within our experiences.

As pure coejugates, extension and duration

are defined ireelicitly by the poetelete thet the pria-

ciples and lays of physics are Invariant under inertial or,

generally, under contiAout-.. transforTations.

Thus, on our analysis, the space-time of

Relativity stands to the extensiels anl durations of ex-

perience in exactle; the same relations ee wave-lengths of

light stand to experiences of color, as longitedinal eaves

in air stand to experienees of :eoendo as the type of energy

defined by the first lee or thermoc:ynamies stands to exper-

iences of ht, ece, etc,.

lloreover, in our analysis, this cieclusion

rests upon the canon of conplete explanation. All data are

to be explained. The exeleeetion of data consists in a pro-

cess from experiential conjugates to-eards pure conjugates.

Therefore, from extensions and durations as experienced,

there must be a process to extensioas arel durations as im-

plicitly defined by empirically established lees.

Fueteer, as extension an .3. duration, so also

local movement has a preliminary definition ia terms of ex-
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periential conjugatos and an ?Aplariatory definition in

terms of pure conjugates. It 'as  obvtous nni excusable for

rialileo and Kepler an-I 'ile,:ton to cr,sceive local movement

in the to steps of deterninini; a path or trajectory and

then correlatin.: points on the path n ith instants or time.

After all, 1111 a 'can cross the strot, ve seo at once

the ihole listiluce that he traverses but Te apprehend the

duration of Ali3 novot as concod.tant with tnn dnration

of our vatchim. .one th e Loss, thic acr.ont of local move-

ment can be no marl thnn preliminary for, thron'gho‘it, it

Is in terms or novemnnt as related to us, as in terms of

exoeviential conjwates ,	 at nove.:,nt is, then moviments

are defined in terms of thpir rolat-ionc to oil! a.otr.ir, is

anothr quertiou. Th an.!er to it	 dr!pend upna the

an-rer that determines exten!Aol. an durations as pure

conjugates: anl so it is that tant..ivity mechant's con-

ceives a velocity, ‘lot as a functfon of three di.nensions

"th tin) as a paramot...r, but as a function of four rli-on-

sions, of vhich three are s-nr,t.tal Lnu the fourth tomnoral.

If e dd th ca ,on of parsimony to the

canon of emspllt, exolanation, more fun :le7:ental objections

to the Galilean 1.,L'ory of scientific explanation come to

light.

Both experiential and puro conjugates are

verifiable, and in 5:o far Ls either are vorified, tiy poss -

ess an equal claim upon reasonale affirmation. It follows

that Ualileots.repuliation of secondary qualities &s mere

appearance is a rj...ction of the verifiable as mere appear-

ance.    
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Inversely, Galileo did not lease his affirmation of the

reality and objectivity of primary qualities upon a claim that

these qualities, as he conceived them, were verifiable or verified:

Accordingly, his affirmation was extra-sciontific. It did not

satisfy the canon of parsimOny; and today, if anyone wero to

try to brine the Galilean position into lino with that canon,

first of all he would have to settle an account with Einstein who

has made various proposals regarding tho apace-time of physics and

has somo groqnds for supposing his lino of thoucht verifiable

and, to soMe extent, verified.

	6.	 Tho Canon of Statistical Residuee.

Sixthly, there is a canon of statistical residues. It pro-

suppo on the existence of inquiry of the classical type and from

that promise it concludes to the existence of residues that call

for etatlatical inquiry.

	6.1	 The General Argument.

The basic distinction is between abetract system and parti-

cular cases. Beth are. objects of insight. But the particular case

is the typical inetance, prenented by sense or imagination, and

•understood by insight into the presentation.. In contrast, the

abstract system is neither sensible nor imaginable; it is a con-

coptual object constituted by terms and relations that, at least in

the last resort, are defined implicitly.

Particular cases are relevant both to the genesis and to

the application of abstract system. For the formulation of syeten

come at the end of a cumulative series of insights into different

particular cases. Again, once abstract system is formulated, it

can be ap..plied to co:Icrete situations only In no far as there

occur insights into the situations as senciblY given; for without

0
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ouch insights there cannot be selected the relevant laws of •

abstract syotam, there cannot be determined the mode in which

the lawn combine in the concrete situation, and there Gannet be

substituted numerical values for the variables and undetermined

constants of the general formulae.

Now let us suppose full knowledge of all classical princle.

plea and laws. Than we suppose Dull knowledge of abstract system

for principles and laws are relations; such relations necessarily

involve the terms that they define implicitly; and abstract sys-

tem consists in terms Implicitly definsd by the relations expressed

in verified principles and laws. .

However, if thin full linowlodeo of abstract system is to

be applied to the concrete universe, there will be needed6 a mani-

fold of insidits into particular cases. For, as was noted above,

abstract syeteft is applied to concrete sitpatione only as inas-

much as insight into the situations selects the relevant laws,

determines the mode of their combination, and substitutes numeri-

cal values for the variables and undo'6ormined constants of the laws.

Still, the manifold of particular cases is enormous, and no

there arises the question whether it can be cast into some ordered

sequence. If it can, then knowledce of the sequence and of a

few strategically chosen particular canes would suffice to trans-

form mastery of abstract system into a scientific understanding

of the universe. But if it cannot, if the manifold of particular

Oases does not form any kind of ordered sequence, then abstract

system can be applied only to a limited repo) of particular cases,

and now methods mist be found if we are to roach an understanding

of the concrete universe as a whole.
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In fact, it can be shawn that there do exiat recurrent

particular cases. For example, our planetary aystem is periodic;

It is an individual not of masnes; most of thorn aro vieible; and

a relatively small number of concrete innichts makes it posnible

to determine an indefinite sequence of particular cases.

On tho other hand, while ouch schemers of recurrence are many

not only in number but also in kind, etill each Trosvpposes

materials in a suitable constellation that the ocheme did not

bring about, and each survives only an lonc an extramoue disrupting

factors do not intervene. The periodicity of the planetary system

does not account for its origin and cannot celarantee its survival.

Noreover, there does not seem to exist any univereal scheme

that controls the emergence and survival of the sehamos that ve

know. Accordingly, in the last.analysin wo are driven to accept

the second alternative. There does not exist a single ordered

sequence that embraces the totality of particular cases through

which abetract system might be applied to the concrete universe.

In other words, though all events are linbed to one another by,

still the laws reveal only the abstract component In cone.

cree relations; the further ooncrete component, though mastered

by Insight into particelar cases, is involved in the empirical

residue from which nystematizing intellicence abstracts; it

doen not admit general treatment along clansical lines; it is a

residue, loft over after classical method has boon applied, and

It calls for the implementation of statistical method.

Such in the general argument, and a more detailed emir

account of its moaning now has to be attempted.
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6.2/	 IA first task is to clarify the notion of

abstraction, On a Timplc aiil COMM vier, the abstract

is an impoverished replica of the concrete. tilled" means

vhat is coadion to all instances of "red". "Man" means

what is common to all instances of "man". That is all

there is to it.

Now with tnis vie or abstraction, one

can admit classical lavis an ri. one can admit stati:qical

laws but one will ty! at 6 loss tn determine soc coherent

manner in	 1-oth elas 'cal and statistical las can

be acknowle17ed. thl ma:v be ::11on as follms:

Let A, B, 0, deote se!7sible data, and

let a, at, all,...,b, bl, b11,...., Cp Ctp Cflp •*op

denote the totality of tneir impovariplied replicas. Then,

there is no aspect of ;:nsible data without its impover-

ished replica; inversely, the totality of sensible data can

be constructed out of the totality of impoverished replicas

Hence, if one admits some classical lays,

one admits that some ilvoverished replicas aro related sys-

tematically. Moreover, if one admits the classical las as

objective, there must be systematic r'qations not only be-

teen the impoverished replicas but also betv:een the con-

crete aspects of sensible data to 	 they eorrespond.

It follos that the classical laws can be objective only

if they hold in the concrete. Finally, it 'ill be only

by denyine, th.) cnon of complete explanation of all data,

that one can admit systematic relations between some im-

- 99 -
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poverishe4 r.. i1csan1 leny sytematic relations between

others. IL 111 fo11ov4 tnat the only 1as i1l ba class-

ical lams, and that statistical laws cannot be more than

a cloak for ignork,nce.

Inversely, if one aamits some statistical

laws, then one denies systematic relations beteen some

'impoverished replicas. If the statistical laws arl object-

ive, there cannot be systeraatic relaions bet%een the

corresponding aspects of seusiblo data. At lcq4.st in tilo0

cases, classical lavis are excluded. lAoreove.v, to	 thrit

classical laws are not merely the macroscopic illusion re-

sulting from a multitutAe of microscopic, random occurrences

a correct theory of th abstract	 needed; and in the pre-

sent hypothesis, that correct theory is lacking.

Vhat is, th.h, the correct thory?

:,r) far from beim a mre tinpover.ishment

of the data of	 abtraction tu all its essential

moments is enrichin. Its first m,lment is an enriching

anticipation of an intelligibility to be adJed to sen-

sible presentations; there is swathing to be knov:n by

insight. Its second mccont is the erection of heuristic

structures and the attainment of lasiOit to reveal in the

data that is variously named as the significant, th,1 rele-

vant, the important, the essential, the idea, the form.

Its third monentl i th fornulation of the intelligi-

bility that insight h revealed. Only in this third

moment does there appear the negative aspect of a'btraction,

namely, the omission of the insir:lificant, the irrelevant,

the negligible, the incidental, tite merelar emoirical residue.
- 100
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Moreover, this omission is neither absolute nor definitive.

For the empirical re,Jidue poseesses the universal property

of being that intelligence abetracts from. SuCh a universal

property provides the basis for a second set of heuristic

procedures that take their stand on the simple premise

that the non-syetematic cannot be syetematized.

Nov our Thole effort has been to drav

attention to the fact of ineight, to the enrichine moments

on which abstraction follows. Accordingly, it is in this

sense that we affirm clessical lees to be aberacto and

I it is in this sense that a canon of statisticel reeilues
co.j.441..)	 el-Z„

-Iletzeen °determinism tee4 ineterrnin sm

5o far from beinr an impoverishment of sensiblo data, ab-

strection ie an eerichment thet goes beyond them. Because

abstraction goes beyon;.1 the sensible field, the) frontiers

of the abstract are not coterminous eith the frontiers of

the experienced. hence, full and exect knoeledre of the sys-

tems to be reached by abstraction by no moans denies the

existence of an empirical residue that is non-syetematic.

Again, just as in abstrection we prescind from the emeirical

residue, so when we come to the concrete apelieations of

abstract principles and lees, we are forced to take into

account the non-systematic conditions under Nthich the

systematic has its ooncrete realization.

ke-diezdiu.44
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In h•: econd elace, it may be well to

recall that classical la7s are abetract 1) in their heur-

istic anticipation, 2) in th) experimental techniques of

their diecov?ry, 3) in their foreulation, and 4) in their

verificetioe. -101-      
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They are abstract in their heuristic antici-

pation, For that anticipation rests on the detached and

disinterested drive of inquiry, and it consists in a pure

desire to understand. Hence, the canon of relevance de-

mands that one ::eek the immanent intelligibility of the

data; the c,ion of parsimony demands that one a4,1 to the

data no more than the formulation of what is grasped by

understanding and verified; and Ule canon of comilete

explanation demands that this parsimonious addition of

intelligibility be effected for all data. Moreover, this

anticipated enrichment is seen to be universal: the nature

to be knovn will be the same for all data that ere not

significantly different, anl the correlation to be specified

is reached only if it holds for all parallel instances.

Secondly, classical 'era are abstract in

the experimental techniques of their discovery. For the

experimenter mikes no pretence to deal with concrete situa-

tions in their native complexity: on the contrary, he aims

overtly at reducing that complexity to a minimum and so he

does all In Can to bring the concrete into some approxima-

tion to an	 typical, definable conjunction of mater-

ials and agents. Accordingly, as he begins rith an effort

to secure materials from which all impurities have been

removed, so he ends with an argument that rests on their

theoretical definitions. As he begins by requiring instru-

ments constructed in accord with accurate specifications,

so he ends by interpreting their performance on the basis

of their ideal, often schematic, structure. He measures,

but he does so many times, and his accepted result is just
- 102
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the probablA meL.n of actual results, He reaches a con-

clusion with ich others agree, but the agreement makes

allowance for the intrusion of extraneous factors and it

acknowledges no more than a limited aurter of significant

decimal places. At ovary turn it 6.ems appiA,ent that the

concern of experiment is to determine, not the particular

observable qualities of the particular materials Pith vtich

one deals, but a theoretical correlation betvean definable

and abstract entities.

Thirdly, clastieal lai1 are abstract in their

formulation. As lar;s, they are correlations lining correla-

tives, and the correlatives are never the unique data of

some particular time and place, Indeed, they are not even

generallzed data, but genewlli7ed combinations of combina-

tions of colThi.natiens of data, .Nor may one suppose t'mt tho

data, taken in tal:1 serial comb nations, uniquely deter-

mine what	 law must be. For the discontinuous set of

observations, represented, say, by points on a graph, can

be satisfied by any number of las, of which the scientist

chooses the one that, all things censidered, he reputes

to be the simplest. Enriching abstraction is still at work.

Fourthly, classOgi laws are abstract in

their verification, For verificatimi is reached, not by

appealing to this or that isolated instance, but by  secur-

ing as large and variousArange of instances as both direct

and indirect procedures make possible. It follows that what

is verified is, not this or that particular proposition,

but the general, abstract formulation that alone admits the

large and various rane.,e of apnlictions,	 ain, to repeat

- 103 -
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the argumeot from another viewpoint, what is verified is

what can be oofutel or revi&ed, niat can be refuted or

reviced, is	 ger,oral, abs;tract fornolation. And Llo what

is verified i the Aeneral,abA•ir;.et forolRtion.

a4;
6./y	 In ,e thi.H place, an objoction must be met.

Takea singly, classical la -s are abstract. But that is true

of single laws, need not be true o thi totality of laws.

The single lays are abstract because they do not cover the
•

totality of aspects of the data. But the totality of laws

would cover that totality of aspects, and so the totality

would be not abstract but conorete.

Novi this objection may be merely a reversion

to the assumption that abstraction yields merely an impover-

ished replica of sensible data. In that case, it has been

met already. Fo-0 the tbtality of aspects of data explained

by the totality of classical laws will not include the as-

pects that v.: h.avo named an empiAcal residue.(E'02e Chapter Il
04

4at. 3) Even when all classical 	 are kno-h, individualityl

and continuity, particular oluce awl particular time,

will not be explained but abstracted from.

However, the objection may be advanced by

those that grant abstraction to be not impoverishing but

enriching. Thy will point out that the canon of operations

forces empirical inquiry to go beyond the mere aggregation

of isolated laws to the development of systems. It is not

enough to kuor the law of falling bodies, the law of air

resiAtance, the law of friction. One also has?, to knov: how

to apply these laws simultaneously If one is to solve

- 104 -
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practical problems. Hence, the discovery of laws has to

be accompanied by the discovery of correlations beteeen

laws and, no less, of correlations between the correlatiens.

There exists, teen, a movement towards the systematic unifi-

cation of classical lays and, as this unification is prompt-

ed by concrete problems, one may expect that, when all

laws are known exactly and completely, there also will be

known a systematic unification commensurate with world

process in its concrete, histolcal unfoldine.

This consideratioil is, I think, impreseive.

But, strangoly eno4h, world process in it concrete his-

torical unfolding rather conspicuously makes a large and

generous ut,:e of t2fIe statistical tocheiques of large lumbers

and long intervals of time; it exhibits not a rigid bet a

fluid stability; it brings forth novelty and develoement;

it makes false starts and suffers break-downs. It eold

seem, then, that an understendieg of tae concrete uefold-

ing of the world process rill not be based exclusively on

classical laws, however exactly and completely kneen, but

in a fundamental manner ;ill appeal to statistical lats.

Accordingly, the facts force us to a closer

scrutiny of the argument from the systematic unification

of laws, and the scrutiny brings to light an underlying

ambiguity. It is one thing to attain a systematic ueifica-

tien: it is another to reach an imeeinative synthesis.

Thus, Riemannian geometry ia a systematic unification, for

it provides a single set of principles and techniques for

dealing with n-dimensional manifolds of various curvatures.

But Riemareliae elometry is not an imaginative synthesis for
- 105 -
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we cannot imagine more than three dinansions and we

normally imagiae only flat surface. Again, Ptolemy and

Copernicus possessed imaginative syp,theces of celestial

movements; but the laws of those mcvements were discover-

ed by Galileo and Kepler, and the systematic unification

of the laws was the achievement of iiewtonian mechanics.

To offer another example, nineteenth century physicists

made a notable series of efforts to construct an imaginable

model of the aether. (See E.r. Yhittaker, A nktosy of

the Theories of Lather and Electricity, Dublin University

Press, Longmans, London, 1911). But the fruit of their

labors was a syetematic set of ecpeatiens verifiable in

pointer read:legs. Today one may prefer Einstein, rho

clings to determinist views, or one may join the majority,

who regard quantum Mechanics as satisfactory. But neither

alternative offers an imaginative synthesis. For Einstein

offers a set of kaosOceleae4 differential equations for a four-

dimensional, curved manifold, and Quautum Mechanics, as

it originated by giving up the attempt to carry throegh

N Bohr's model of the atom, so now it refuses to portray

the objective process that leads up to observables.

There is, then, a difference betweee sys-

tematic unification an,A imaginative synthesis. Systematic

unifice•ion is effected in the lo1cL or conceptual order.

It is attained when the totality of laws is reduced to

minimum sets of defined terms and postulates, so that any

law can be related to any other, an any aggregate of laws

can be intelligibly combined and simultaneously employed.
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On the oth:ir hwad, an imaginative synthesis is secured

when images, informed by insight, are altered in accord

with known laws. In this fashion one may imagine the sun,

the planets, and their aatellites,in appropriate colloca-

tions and understand their imagined movements in accord

with mechanical laws. Clearly, such imaginative synthesis

goes beyond tho abstract content of the laws and supposes

that certain bodies exist in certain relative positions

viith velocities less than the velocity of escape. One has

passed from the tasks of pure science: one has introduced

the suaaositions and the facts that pertain to ap lied

science. Now the ultimate attainment of a systematic

unification of classical lwas will not
A
aaattIA any par-

ticular matters of fact, and so that ultimate attainment

cannot include an imaginative synthesis.

systeaatic unification does not include

imaginative synthesis, so it does not even guarantee its

possibility. It is true enough that images are necessary

for the emergence of insights, but the images may be not

representative but srabolic, not pictures of the visible

universe but mathematical notations on pieces of paper.

Even if ono supaosed that, just as the imaae of the cart-

wheel approximates 	 the defiaition of the circle, so

some representative image approximated Go every classical

law, none tae less, it aouldrfolloa that the aggregate of

approxlmate images might somehow coalesce into a composite

picture that approximated to the systematic unification of

all lams,

The objection, than, breaks down on two
- 107 -
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points. In itself, it is inconclusive, Kno ledge of all

classical laws would be an understanding of the concrete

only if it inc1!119d a vast imaginative synthesis. It is

true that oTpirieLl inodry heads for a systematic unifica-

tion of its las. But there is ao evidf,:nce that such a

systematic unification enures the possibility of any

imaginative synthesis. Moreover, if the totality of class-

ical laws provided an understanding of the concrete,

statisticz:1 laws would be superfluous, But the conspicuous

use of statistical techniques in world process shors that

statistical laws are not superfluous in an understanding

of our universe.

.e:fte,,ice,/,//4,1-4.4) 21,,C4,444".
In the fourth place, 11;1 attempt must be made

to indicate more precisely both th.1 indeterminacy of ab-

stract classical laws and the consequent statistical resi-

dues. Hence, it 7i1l be argued 1) that classical laws hold

In concrete i;v1tances only inasrTtch as couditioni, are

fulfillel, 2) tilat the conditions to be fulfilled form
/444 "r4("4" -_

divergingseriAs, aid 3) thattile patterns of such diverg-

ing series are a noa-symatic aggregate.

6.53//eliii-g7,4171ctsible to apply classical

laws to concrete situations and thereby reach conditioned

predictions.

For examples if to motorPicars are h.Naded

for the same soot, if their distances from the spot and

their speeds are equals then they will collide, provided

they do not alter their directions or speeds, and provided
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that no ob!taeles force them to do so.

;31Yilaely, in the geeeral case, an event, 2,

can be coecluded froN'prior circumstances, Y, provided some

P, Q0	 oee continue to occur and provided some Us V, T,

do not intervene.

Secondly, the necessity of positing conditions

Is universal. For the link between the antecedent circum-

stances and the consequent event rests on abstract class-

ical laws. Just as the discovery of such laws rests on an

experimental exclusion of extraneous factors, just as their

verification stands despite contrary instances in ehich ex-

traneous factors are not excluded, so ehen one returns from

the abstract to cencrete applications, the possible exist-

ence of extraneous factors has to be taken into account.

Thirdly, when the deduced or predicted event

is fully leteeminate, then the conditions must be fulfilled

right up to th,e occurrence of the event.

To return to the example of the two motor4

cars, it is one thing to infer or predict a collision, and

it is quite another to infer or predict that a first con-

tact will be between a very small area, Pt on one car and

a similar very small area, Q, on the other. If the cars

are travelling at sixty miles an hour and at the present

instant they are just one inch apart, one might say that

a collision is inevitable. No matter what happens in the

remaining fraction of a second, there will be some impact.

But under the same assumptions one cannot offer to drop all

provisos and yet predict a first contact between specified

small areas. For in the last fraction of a second there
- 109 -
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could occur some alteration of the speed or direction

or swaying of either car: and that alteration voeld up-

set the prediction.
7k1 04;./A1-44,5, 4t) JL

6.5 37	 NAtovin the , neral case, conditions form a

diverging serie,.

For in th•e general case, any event, Zs is

deducible from antecedent circumstances, Y, provided some

P, Q,	 continue to occur and provided some Up V,

W, 	  do not intervene.

It follows that the occurrence of the Pp Qp Rp, • tu

and the non-occurrence of the U, V, WI,	 are similarly

deducible.

It follows further that the occurrence of,

say, P, is conditioned by the occurrences, A,B,C,... and

the non-occurrences,	 Similarly, there will be

series of positive and negative conditions for Q,

and for U,V,W,.... Similarly, each term in these series

will have its series of positive and negative conditions,

and so forth.

Luch, then, is the diverging series of con-

ditions. Any event, Z, will occur on the fulfilment of a

• set of conditions. Each condition in the set viii be ful-

filled on the fulfilment of its additional set of con-

ditions. Since there are no unconditioned events, there

are no unconditioned fulfilments of conditions, Since

there are no unconditioned fulfilments of conditions, the

diverging series has as many removes as one cares to explore

Finally, since each event ordinarily has several conditions

the seriesAaiwsre diverges.
-110
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Certain further properties of the diverging ser-

ies of conditions may be noted immediately.

Just as the series diverges when one goes back

from an eventv Z , to its antecedents, so it converges when

. one advances from the antecedents to the event. Accordingly ,

if one were te supeose that thee concrete pattern of the

diverging series:had been worked out to SOMO nth remove and

if one ascorealned the fulfilment of all the conditions at

that remove, than ()eels enormous labor woull yield no more

than the deduction of the event, Z, and the intervening

occurrences and the non-occurrences. So far from promising

the deduction of all world situations from a single situa-

tion, this structure offers no mo e than the deduction of a .4

converging series of events from as large a set of initial

observetions as one pleases.

Moreover, the conditions of any event, Z, at

any Dth remove, are scattered in space and time. They are

scattered in space, inasmuch as the occurrences and non-

-occurrences conditioning the event, Z , whether directly or

indirectly, proximately or remotely, may be found in any

direction ane1 at any distance from the events Z. They are

scattered in tiee, inasmuch as the influence from the con-

dition to tee coAditioned is propagated with a finite

velocity and, in different cases, traverses either differ-

ent distances with equal speeds or unequal distances with

.equal speeds. Evidently, this scattering of the conditions

makes it imperative to know beforehand the aggregate of

concrete patterns of diverging series of coaditions for

events of all kinds; otherwise, one would not know which
- 111-
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obeervtioo to make and it would be only by luck that one hit

uron those tat were relevant.

6453 The NowjetelintofDivilSie.

It was °hewn in Chanter II that coincidental

acre, ate° can be invcatiratod with scientific cenerality only by

statistical methods. But etatistical,methods reveal states and

probabilities. They toll up nothlnc about concrete patterns of

divorgino series of conditions for particular determinate events.

It follow° that if ouch concrete patterns aro to be investicated

with scientific Generality then they must not be coincidental

acerecates.

However, in tho General case, concrete tterns

of diverging (Kailas of conditions are coincidental aeerecates.

For any event, say Z, occurs if pocitive conditions, P, c, R I...,

occur and negative conditions, Us Vs 'do..., do not occur. What

is true of Z is true of all its conditions. Nor, in the general

cape, can anything beyond the fulfilment of those conditios be

ronnirod. On the other hand, to demand that the diverging series

of coVitions is not a coincidental agrecato is to add to the

condition° nocemary for the occurrence of Z; and to introduce

ouch an addition in to depart from the con(?ral cane and set up

A particular cane.

Further, even when particular cases exist, they

cannot be explained completely alone classical lino°. For there

(mints a particular cane if there exists an orderly sequence of

pots of events such that,25.50, other thinco being equal,

the events, 131, result from the evonts, Pi	 .for all positive

intorral values of 1 from 1 to a	 where elthar a is as

crest a positiveinteeer as one cares to assien or oleo there is 

...•n••n•••••n••nn•n••••n +16.16n0•4417110•3 
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a fial not of events, Pn, that is oimilar in all reopects to

an initial sot, Pi, C1ar1y, the divengl,gi Berton of conditions.

to broucht to heel by any nuelh ocheme of perpetual eentinnity or

of perpetual recurrence. Still such a scheme horn n only umier

the provioo that other thincs are aerial and the introduction. of

defensive mechnniems cannot eliminate the provioo since the

mechansms themselves will nepend on clannical lava. noreover,

no ochomes carrot guarant- a their own ourvival, so they cannot

emplain their own origin. For If there is a firot Inetanco of

a frt of events, Pi, then th-re is no prior inetnnce in the

sequence or circle to ancomt for the first inntance; and if there

to no firnt inntance, then the origin of the oeeuence or circle,

no far fron being explained, in merely denied.

a

(AttnVitill,--bo-grrgd-that-wor-14--rfto-er

41--diViiitetTit-ePies-af--66,41dAtri

Still  it moy be urged that, perhaps, world process

as a whole in oystematio and so, porhnpn, the total concrete pattern

of divergiAg seriee of conditions is in fact orderly. But, in tto

firot place, this to merely a hypothoois. In tle second plate,

it is an extremely doubtful hypothesis, for world process aria Whole

seems ralrkod by the charaoterlotically statistical devices of

large numbers and long intervals of time. Finally, While this

doubtful hypothesis Implies that statistical method in ultimately

mintalrim, there to no difficulty in framing opposite hypotheses of

equal value which, if true, would imply that uationtely.classical

method to miotahens

In the prenent subsection U6.5) we set out t4

lalicate an exact moaning for both the indeterminacy of clanoical

lawo and the conseeuent canon of statistical residues, It bus boon

• a 0,

1
•

0
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arrued that clasoical laws aro indeterminate becannl they are

airtract and no can become determinate promisee for the deduction

of do4.7ernimte ()yenta only if note of ponitive and negative condi-

tions aro fulfilled. Eoreover, fran this inletorminacy of the

abstract thre follows a canon of stntintical reWues because

in the general cane a/10h nets of conditionn are coincidental

accrenates and coincidental acgrecaten can be investigated witb

scientific generality only by etatintical methods.

In conolunion, two pointn may be noted. The root

fallacy in determinist oppoeition to 0#attqpi1LUni the objectivity

of statistical knowledge in an overnirht of innicht. The deter-

minict bin by overlooking the fact that a concrete inforonce

from c'aseical laws supponec an innight that mediates between the

abctract laws and the concrete situation; and once that  oversidit
a

occurs thoro in precluded ttpa dicovery of tho difference between

cystcyAatic procebee and coincidental aggregates.

Secondly, on analysis proscindo from all (mentions

regardi c the intellectual capacity of Laplacele demon and other

non-human beige. Clearly such issues have no bearing on the

natwe of empirical science or, indcy-d, of human urCerotanding,
0Ar41

Finraly, thin rentriction
/4 Waandtt contained in our definition

of an orderly eequenco; for n serlience is orderly if it can be

mantered by an innight that can be onprensed in general terms

and, ye121- only human innighto can be no oxprenued.

rrt 10 a	 a C	 _ of S atia t
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The ctatintical hourietic structu-e, worked out in

Chapter 11 ( 4.4), may now be determined more fully in the light

of the nix canone of empirical method.

glp Evente
First, than otatistical theories deal WA

66

0	 o‘ ,
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with events. For it is the event, the occurrence, the act-

ual happening that cannot be settled by classical Lees

without the introduction of a concrete, non-systematic

manifold of further determinatione.

Al ?et, ceeee-ae .

	

6.62	 Secondly, statistical theories will not
2.

analyAle processes. For th.:, processes that lead up to

events fall under the patterns of diverging series of

conditions. Such patterns form a non-systematic agereeate,

and the non-systematic as such in not open to investiga-

tion.

Apevaeke iEve4A

	

6.63 .	Taielly, statistical theories will deal

only with observable events. For the canon of parsimony

restricts scientific utterance to the verifiable. And

only the frequencies of obeervable events are verifiable.

Hence, if one were to suvose that some type of event

occurred nine times on every tee occasions yet only one

of the nine occurrences and ouly seven of the tea occasions

were observable, then the correct frequency eoelei be, not

9/10, but 1/7. For the scientist is restricted to the

verifiable, and so he defines hie frequencies, not of

events in general, but of observable events.
,4,4) Art 94----ek(e4-4	441,	 Iccordingly, there will be a formal

	/ 	 •
opposition betreen a statistical theory and, on the other

hand, a classical theory satisfying the principle of

equivalence.

For the principle of equivalence ab-

stracts from the relations of things to us to determine
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the relations of things to one another..

But statistical theory necessarily deals

with only observable events and so must include the rela-

tions of things to our senses,

It is to bo noted that this formal opposi-

tion excludes the possibility of a contradiction between

such theories. For contradictory statements must regard not

only the same things but also the same aspects of thins.

But the formal opposition excludes the possibility of

statistical theory and fully invariant classical theory

referring to the same aspects of the same things.

It is to be recalled that vie based the

invariance of Spcial Relativity, not on the fully gener-

al principle of ellivaleace, but on th,) same grounds as

Newt or' s First Law of Motion, aultelyr-dlet-iirct_.-aa-u-sets1

coar'Wmadis-Nor---rea-aons-caako-t--be--as-s-iT,194w.b,-Qs,,-EL

e

Hence, the formal opposition between the principle of

equivalence and statistical theory does not preclude the

use of Special Relativity in Quantum Mechanics. (See

Lindsay and Margenau, pp.X10,

0,62.	 QH.44,f„.4;
6.6y	 Scientifically significant statistical

'theory will define events by introducing the pure con-

jugates of classical laws.

For events must be defined if they are

to be assigned any frequency but unity. In other words,-

only the defined type of event is not occurring always

- 123 -
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and everywhere.

The definition of events must be sought in con-

jugates. For the event corresponds to the nee in answer

to a question for reflection, and the question for reflec-

tion has its content from an ans7:er to a question for

intelligence. By the canon of parsimony, verifiable an-

swers to questions for intelligence are in terms of ex-

periential or of pure conjugates.

But statisttcal investigations in terms of ex-

periential conjugates contain no promise of scientific

significance. For experience is .Athin tie reach of every.-

one, but a significant contribution to F.eience rests upon

knorledge of previous acnieve:aent. Such knoviledge in ono

uay or another involves pure cenjegates, and so pure- con-

jugates vill be used in defining the events of scientifi-

cally significant statistical laws. Hence, Quantum Mechan-

ics defines its observables by appealing tl classical

physics, which developed the notions of Cartesian coordin-

ate, linear and angular momentum, energy, an so forth.

„Pykz?.... 	 2.,ext",.6-._ •
6.6b,	 The canon of parsimony excludes any problem

concerning the picture of objects too small to be sensed.

For the image as image c;_n be verified only by the occur-

rence of the corresiymding sensaci.on. Thus, the visual

image of a small ball can be verified only by seeing a

small balls and the visual imae of a wave can be verified

only by seeing a wave. lien the sensations neither occur

nor can occur, all that cz,n be verified are certain

equations end the terms implicitly defined by such

- 124 -
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equations.

It is to be noted that this conclsion rests

on a divergence fro n Galilean asstilotions, l'or on those

assimptions, s,econary qw11t1 	 such as color, 1:ound,

heat, and the 1.D.v), are merely apparf,mt; thy are to be

attributed not to objects but to our subletivity. On

tho other had, the m,Ahmatical dimensions of mz,trer

In motion are constitutive of  th,. real ond objective, and

so that to ,Iony	 is to nL7inate the object. aence„

on the Galillan ol ctrons cannot be red or green or

blue, hard or ;;oft, hot or cold, but rney mupt have dimen-

sions either of little balls or of ThVeS or of some other

compatible --et of primary qualiti;ls.

a "Ae..;2.ee.._ y 0-44,e&z,ta-
Au axiomntic 3tructure for statistical

laws will involve an uncertainty pi-Lei:pie.

For tia conc.T,et include!-: a non-systematic

comonnent, and so th,, concrete cannot h deduced In its

full determinacy from any set of syste!aatic premissi

But an axioatic structure is a set of

systematic premises. Its Implications

for they regard statistical laws that

events are always fully concrete.

Therefore, th-, axiomatic structure for

statisticl lavfi 	 have some irJans of cutting short its

.implications bA1ore the full detormintAtims of the con-

Crete are reachud, And any such mans falls under the

general case of an uncertainty principle.

On this analysis, then, indeterminacy   

• •.	 . 	 •	 • •

• • ..,141 
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6.671

raach to the concreto

deal with events, and
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in a genoral charactoriotic of Statistical invostigations. So,

prior to tho moasurod uncertainty of Heioenbordls equation, there

wao the umeanurod uncortainty inhpront in clasnical statistics

in which prodictiono wore unique but, none the loss, wore not

expected to be correct in every case [See Lindsay and Mareenau,

p. 398].

Nor in this Gennrality surprising. It rune parallel to

the poonibility of doducing noisenbergls principlo from a genelial

axiomatic structure. It fellows from the fact that tho deduction

of conclunions nupposos nyntematic relationn no that, if some

relations are not systanatio, the field of posniblo conclusions

muot-bo restricted.

6.7 	 Indoterminacy an& the Non—Systomatio.

Tho forecoins account of the floneral character of statis—

tical invontications mmat not bet mintaken for a dencription of

Quantum IleCI nicn, Tho canon of statistical roniduon is methodo-

logical. Ito Eene-Jality is not t.t of'reeent physion but of

statistical method. Its basis lies not in the conclunions of

subatomic invooti[Ation but in the analysis of the cognitional

process that bncino from data and inquiry, procoodn throuGh insidht

and formulation, and recommonces when oxporimonts yield significantly

now data. Its tochnicltmate are derived not from the mace that

scientists have found suitable for their pommies but from the

exidencon of a ejlite different study. AccordinGly, an already we

have had occnion to insint, only a further critical and creative

effort can brill!: our coaclusionm into contact with the diverse

interpretations of the results of contemporary physics.

For the canon of statltical residues involves three ale'.

- ments, and all three can be stated only in comitional terms,

_
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The first olemont in the indetorminacy of tho abstract classical

laws can be applied to concrete situations only by adding further

doterminations dorivod from the situations, The Second olement

is the non-systanatic character of tho furthor doterninations.

It doea net :man that the further determinations are not related

to one anot:ier by law; it moans that the law is only an abstract

part in a concroto relation of detorminato =abort), magnitudes,

relative positions, eta. It doon not mean that, these concrete

rolations cannot ho mastered by insic,?ht into relevant presentations;

it means that tho concroto insirjit has a fuller object than the

abstract formulation. It doos not moan that no at'ampt can be

made at a conceptual account of the concrete relations; it means

that such a conceptual account born down in an unmanageable infinity

of cases. It doos not moan that that concrete roiations are never

recurrent or that accurate prediction is never possible; it moans

that schomos of recurrence do not fall under some overarching

scheme, that they are moray instances in6vhich law triumphs

over the empirical residue, that such triumphs of law do not

occur in accord with some further clasnical 	 lnw, The third

elomont, tinnily, is the inverse insight; if the intellicibility

of abstract system-is not to be hod, • still •onorality is not to

be renounced; for there is the generality of the ideal frequency

of events; and from such an ideal frequency the non'systematie

cannot diverge in any aystamatio fashion.

Not only is the canon of statistical residues mothodologloal

but also it stani7A in a context of other canons that involve a

transposition of current innuee. A canon of relevance has fixed

attention. on what insight *adds to data, A canon of parsimony

has restricted scientific affirmation to defined types of vent,.



In that it sets an ideal norm from rtich actual froquoncies

can diverge but not systematically.
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Liable propositions. A canon of oomplete explanation has placed

apace and time in much the same popition as sensible qualities.

Within that context there is no need. to attempt to exorcize the

imaces of the older determinists wlth the images of the now indeterw

minists. It in true enough that data are hazy, that measurements

are rot perfectly' accurate, that measurinc can distort the measured

object. But those truths mien the methodological point. One can

affirm them yet continue to misconceive classical lams. The law

of tailing bodios is not a statement of what welad happen in a

perfect vacumm; it in the statement of an element in an abstract

system, and the complete system can be applied to any particular

cans. Acaln, Einstein differential equations are not statements

about pooitierm and velocities in defiance of Heisonborgla prin.

ciplej they are statements of the abstractness and no invariance

of classical Vlaws. The proper answer to the old determinism is

an affirmation, not of an indeterminism on the same imaginative

level, but of the indeterminacy of the abstract.

Finally, may we claim that this trawl:coition hits the

mark? Between indeterminism and probability the 1?9 only apparent

link is' a common lack of precision an(. definiteness. But the

indeterminacy of the abstract brings to lifIht the nom,systomatic

character of the ems* concrete. And the essonco of probability
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